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Incidents at the Mouth of a Tunnel   2002
Oil on linen, 58 × 65ins / 147 × 165cm
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The Interrupted Meal   2001
Oil on canvas, 34 × 38ins / 86 × 97cm
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The Rides   2003
Oil on linen, 68 × 38ins / 173 × 96cm
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The Late Shift   2001
Oil on linen, 28 × 40ins / 71 × 102cm
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The novelist Hanif Kureishi recently observed that everything is autobiography.1 While by no means intending to rule
out other forms of writing, his comment none the less placed personal experience of how we interpret the world at
the root of the creative process. If that is the case, what does one make of the paintings of Jeffrey Dennis?

His recent work alone has included imagery of ruined towns, tin trunks stacked high on an urban pavement, a crop
of sunflowers, comic pratfalls and a man in a park apparently in need of medical attention from two passing nurses.
The search for an answer to our question at first appears eased by the self-portraits that have featured among Dennis’s
paintings since at least 1984. The purpose of such an image is traditionally understood as a meditation by the artist
on, perhaps, his place in the world or his state of mind. In 1936, for instance, when he was under considerable
emotional stress, L.S. Lowry painted his haunting imaginary portrait, Head of a Man with Red Eyes, as “a way of
letting off steam.”2 When a painting from 1985 portrayed Dennis’s disembodied head through red kidney beans
with one hand holding a banana, his puzzled facial expression had the look of being on the way to, what we might
call, a “Lowry moment”. And when the artist turns up again as the figure kneeling on the floor in The Late Shift
(Ill. p9), his suppliant’s posture is immediately recognisable to anyone who has pleaded with an intransigent
computer or attempted to cajole flat-packed furniture through the anguish of self-assembly.

At no stage is the identity of the artist announced, and that has never been a pre-requisite of self-portraiture. And
to onlookers attuned to art-historical references, although not a category Dennis presumes on, even the two objects
that present themselves in the forefront of the composition might not seem out of place. After all, Dennis’s imagery
often diverts to allusions, invariably personalised, to the art of the past that he is always looking at. The title, as
far as we can trust titles, implies a nocturnal tussle, maybe one that followed fruitless daylight labours. The upended
axle surmounted by a trolley wheel might remind us of nothing less than the macabre wheel of torture that Bruegel
depicted as presiding over landscapes teeming with human activity as a visual metaphor for oppression and human
folly. A continuous practice in art, such attributes purport to amplify meaning; for Dennis, they form part of a mental
thesaurus that his inventiveness instinctively dips into to generate an enhanced resonance.

As some contra-indicatory ripples of possible significance begin to radiate one has already begun to guess that, with
Dennis, the conventions of painting genres are not strictly adhered to. For one thing, the figure on his knees appears
not once, but three times, in scenes that are themselves not presented as the focal point in this composition. Positioned
with a rough adjacency in one corner only of the canvas rectangle, they emerge to punctuate an unyielding, pink-
toned effervescence of light-reflecting beads. For another thing, are these scenes windows through that strange
terrain, or poster-like vignettes applied to its surface? And how do we account for the spatial relationship between
these naturalistic elements and the disarray of broken-down objects that almost dwarfs them. Looking uncomfortably
like that disreputable cupboard under the sink we would rather forget, this pebbly field is broken by tubing that

Jeffrey Dennis: Off message
Martin Holman
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randomly overflows the surface like abandoned plumbing. And, unaccountably, on one length of it a male figure
reclines and looks about him.

In this bewildering environment, the one ineluctable truth we have is the flat surface of the canvas. For a painter it
can be a window for looking out. It can also turn the gaze in the other direction. This alternative route through
the looking glass was taken by the surrealists who bequeathed succeeding generations of artists a rich legacy in defiance
of Realism. None has ignored it, and certainly not Dennis, and it might be thought to be at work here. But his
exploration of private realms where the artist rules has been more deeply influenced by other sources. One might
seem surprising; it is the Victorian fashion for fairy painting. Growing from literary roots in the 1840s, it was aroused
by the Romantic era’s interest in folk stories and legends, and emerged in painting at much the same time as new
discoveries about nature were made possible by the microscope and the camera lens. As the real world was being
celebrated by artists as almost never before, fairy painting presented a counterpoint of fantasy. 

One appeal of this genre for Dennis is its very discordance with the precision that photography was then making
possible. After all, these images were made when the French artist Paul Delaroche had declared that “From today,
painting is dead”. While time has shown the prematurity of Delaroche’s outburst, contemporary painters like Dennis
observe that between the two media a kind of DMZ still exists which, despite numerous incursions, maintains a
truce as full of mutual fascination as that between the two Koreas. Dennis openly uses photography and gratefully
acknowledges its existence. But he does not have to paint like it. His snapshot vignettes compel a doubletake by the
viewer to confirm their painterliness, a crucial adjacency to camerawork that fuels their strangeness.

Dennis was drawn to the clinical extreme of the fairy phenomenon. Found in the paintings of Richard Dadd from
1847, the year he was committed to Bethlem hospital for murdering his doting father, the first visual impression of
these diminutive images (less than two feet high) is like the wonder when we lift a flagstone and stare down at the
world concealed beneath. What is striking about The Fairy Feller’s Masterstroke, painted in c. 1858-64 and now in
the Tate, is that the narrative of this heavily populated Lilliputian spectacle is made hard to grasp by the simultaneous
rush at the eye of large and small, near and far, major and minor. Even odder is that this congested space, piled
high on the picture-plane, is peered through a screen of long, thin blades of timothy grass for a view that an insect
would get. 

Dadd was a compelling argument for painting at the advent of photography. What Dennis has long admired about
his work is the Victorian’s inversion of our expectations: of space and scale, for instance, and the wilful interference
of an already esoteric narrative in sharp focus by compositional obstacles. Both seem to break up the scene into
unexplained actions and isolated happenings. In the mid-1980s when his canvases were almost as small as Dadd’s,
and some were shaped like television screens used to be, dense surfaces became Dennis’s timothy grass. The device
of a coagulated pattern in which scenes appeared could have the effect of putting the spectator in the role of “viewer”,
like an audience in front of a screen on to which images were projected. We were encouraged to look, rather than
enter the action in an illusionistic fashion. From such a setting ideas emerge, and Dennis likes to set out on a journey
rather than to conclude it.
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While his pictures have grown in physical size in the intervening years, the essentials have remained, including the
intimacy they foster in “one-to-one” encounters with their audience. Their complexity, however, has grown. The
most noticeable development of the 1990s was that Dennis began to thread pipe-like forms through the bubbling
skin of his compositions. Lengths of it surface at intervals to gape, open-necked, at the picture-plane. No clue is
offered that any two lengths might join in a labyrinth beneath this cutaneous layer, nor is it clear what these channels
convey beyond the trickle of cord that wanders between them. The visual effect is like a trench opened on the
Time Team programme, or any one of thousands of roadways around a city opened in seemingly random fashion
for the pleasure of the utilities. But none of these need apply if we have entered the irrational domain.

Just like the moment when our eyes become accustomed to the dark, and shadows take shape as objects, vague
theories arise as we become more familiar with Dennis’s pictorial universe. What if the pipework acts as commentary
on those scenes? In Classical Greek drama, a chorus was a group of actors who described and commented upon
the main action with song, dance and recitation; the distinction between the passivity of the chorus and the activity
of the actors was central to the artistry of Greek tragedy. Apply that structure to these paintings, and a relationship
between parts emerges that, although never authoritative, at least is plausible. 

In The Delivery (Ill. p15/16), the pipes lead the eye diagonally upwards from the left edge to a disjointed opening,
from which cords lead down again in a snakes-and-ladders trail of falls and ascents. Like travellers on an escalator,
three miniature characters in their outdoor coats calibrate the first ascent before, it seems, moving off unimpressed
into the trackless territory of the blue bubblescape around them. Five scenes along the bottom edge show a man
soaping down the rear doors of an anonymous white transit van parked at the kerb of a street somewhere. It maybe
the same van at a junction outside the brick building pictured at the top right corner, or the vehicle that disappears
down one suburban road or the one seen elsewhere in the far lane of a bypass. The eye skitters around the surface
like the pellet on a pinball table in arrested progress, sent this way, then that. 

While Dennis appears to enter the mind of a small trader going round and round the city’s ring road with a list of
errands and jobs to complete each day, every day, this notion is the outcome rather than the source. Dennis captures
a predicament and, in this instance, perhaps sees in it a metaphor for the fringe of viable activity where figures have
found themselves a place to squeeze into and to hold on economically. A hard task, and to mind comes the legend
of Sisyphus, the cunning king of Corinth who was punished in Hades by having repeatedly to roll a huge stone up
a hill only to have it roll down again as soon as he brought it to the summit. To mind also comes the lot of many
artists. Dennis’s attitude in The Delivery is an endearing blend of Kafka and Flann O’Brien. Balanced on the
hilarious, farcical, relaxed geniality of the Irishman’s massively ambitious work, with its layers of naturalism and
fantasy, are the baffling tales of Kafka’s innocent heroes, caught between feeling and form, and an enduring trust
in the phoenix-like nature of human hope.

It is important, however, to refute any suggestion that Dennis intends a moral or proverbial dimension for his paintings.
In fact, he demonstrates little interest in drawing a conclusion at all from the images, but a mammoth appetite for
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prompting scrutiny. Typically he releases a resonance through the actions he portrays, as in The Interrupted Meal
(Ill. p4). Eschewing a storyline, these actions might be perceived as a play-within-a-play that conveys alternative
versions of an idea. But in imagery where analogy is the most adjacent form of description, as with the abstract art
that these paintings border on, perhaps the strongest resonance is with the skills learned when we were younger by
queuing at the cinema. At the entrance of my local Rialto each feature was promoted with a graphic poster in bold
colours displaying characters out of scale, the most important being the largest. Beneath were appended four or five
monochrome stills, and from this information I was content to weave my own plot from what I saw, what I knew
and what I wanted to happen.

One of many levels that operate in these paintings explores the fictional process. The effect, for instance, of projecting
parallel stories is to muffle the original conception. In a sense, Dennis sets out to muffle, with paint as his tool.
One’s hunch is that Dennis could easily have chosen film or another time-based medium at some formative stage
in his career. He has stuck with paint because it has a personality that complements his own, and with which he
must negotiate and compromise, and endure many late shifts. But Dennis happily goes with it because that very
process permits improvisation, the blind alley, diversions and distractions, and the occasional dangerous turning
that results in a different picture to the one he set out for. These feelings are not easily pinned down verbally, and
in The Rides (Ill. p6), Dennis extols the visual advantage. Like a jazz musician who interpolates one melody into
the midst of another, he embeds in this painting the chance to pick up an object and roll it between thumb and
forefinger, pause for a while, and then paint that object just as if it were a pause. This is a pretty eloquent advocate
for painting. 

Some artists choose to avoid this calibre of encounter; they might also buy their furniture readymade. While not
proclaiming a manifesto on painting, Dennis none the less affirms its continued pertinence for voicing our experience
of this patch of ground. He likens it to the long-suffering Mir space station. Buffeted by sceptics and hailed by
supporters, it orbited Earth for 15 years, doing its job “long past its ‘best before’ date, a testament to ingenious
improvisation: its clapped out computers hot-wired, conflicting instrument systems patched together like cross-
threaded nuts and bolts, cosmonauts and astronauts together watching a world that has largely forgotten them.”3

Man brought Mir to Earth in flames in 2001; it will be some time before painting goes the same way.

© 2003
4 Hanif Kureishi in conversation with Melvyn Bragg on the television programme, The South Bank Show, LWT Productions, 9 February 2003
2 L.S. Lowry was quoted by Mervyn Levy, The Paintings of L.S. Lowry, London, Jupiter Books, 1975, unpag.
3 Quoted from Jeffrey Dennis’s statement in the exhibition catalogue John Moores Liverpool Exhibition 21, Liverpool, Walker Art Gallery, 2000, p.56
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The Delivery   2002
Oil on linen, 58 × 70ins / 147 × 178cm

opposite

The Delivery (detail)
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Winter Pool   2001
Oil on canvas, 12 × 16ins / 30.5 × 41cm
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Funny Bones (Death of a Comic)   2002
Oil on linen, 70 × 58ins / 178 × 147cm
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Lives and works in London
Since 2000 Senior Lecturer, Painting, BA Fine Art,
Chelsea College of Art and Design, London
1991-97 Tutor, Painting, Ruskin School of Drawing and Fine Art,
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1980 BA Hons, Fine Art, Slade School of Fine Art, London 
1958 Born in Colchester
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